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 Israel has been defeated in every sense of the word. 
 The myth of Israel Military’s strength has been smashed to 

smithereens. 

 The US hegemon and vassal allies are in full panic mode. 

 There is now a “new global equation” in geopolitics (Global 
Chessboard). 

 It has been exposed that the US’s Military Industrial Complex (MIC) 
will only “die” for Zionist  / Talmudists, but not even the Ukrainians.  

 The Talmudist global bankers own US / UK.   Period! 

 
In summary, Malaysian junk-heads need only to know and accept the realities 
as exposed in the above bullet points! If they don’t, they need to have their grey 
cells examined.  
 
The below bullet points amplify the above bullet points. 
 

 Israel cannot even defend itself, because the US / UK military have to 
fight for Israel and intercept the drones, missiles etc. Saudi and Jordan 
sheepishly and quietly assisted Israel in the intercept as expected of 
traitors and hypocrites. Iran was even willing to warn in advance the 
targets of Iranian’s response to “control” the escalation to a future huge 
war in the region to prevent massive civilian deaths. The Arabs were 
warned that they cannot allow the US bases in their country to be 
involved. Iran did not target civilian infrastructures, only military targets! 
Use your thick heads as otherwise there would have been massive 
civilian destructions and casualties. The best Israeli systems could not 
defend and protect the chosen and targeted Nevatim and Ramon air 
bases, even after receiving advance warnings. Soon, very soon freaking 
Talmudists will run away from Israel to USA and UK, as they have dual 
citizenships.  

 

 Israel military can only kill and slaughter unarmed civilians in Palestine 
and are hot-air bullies and were defeated by the braved Hamas military. 
The Israeli soldiers cannot survive in an actual war as happening in 
Ukraine. No way!  All previous Arab armies were dud armies and useful 
as “customers” for f…cked up and expensive military toys. Since, 
you guys have no technical expertise, just know that whatever anti-
missile systems etc. deployed by Israel, US, UK and NATO are 
ineffective and can only shoot down drones … Arseholes!!! What is the 
speed of the fastest drone? If you don’t know, do your bloody research. 
You are bloody suckers! Swarm of drones diverted the system and 
expensive missiles were used to destroy drones.  



 

 NATO is f….cked and their soldiers “dressed up as mercenaries” were 
slaughtered, like sitting ducks by the Russians in Ukraine. No such 
mercenaries dare fight anymore, as they ran away from the battlefields, 
clutching their dicks! Sex is more important to these bastards! 

 

 Zoolynsky is cursing and shitting bricks because US, UK and NATO 
are not willing to fight “officially” on the ground in Ukraine (but hide 
and dressed up as mercenaries) but fought openly for the Talmudists 
and Zionists. Nazi Germany conquered whole of Europe in a matter 
of a few weeks before attacking the then Soviet Union in WWII. US 
intervened after the Soviet army defeated the Nazis in the Eastern 
Front (after the Battle of Stalingrad). Read my previous articles. 
Malaysian arseholes being lazy screwed-ups would not and could not be 
bothered and continue to be ignorant and gullible. 
 

 Israel, Qatar (HQ for US Central Command) and Saudi Arabia (the 
“Land” aircraft carriers, as well as Singapore, the Island aircraft 
carrier) can no longer behave as the bullies in the respective regions. 
The protection monies were wasted, because Iran, Hizbullah and Hamas 
shouted to the whole bastardly world – the “US Emperor has no 
clothes, is stark naked with a shrivelled dick”! 
 

 This is the new equation! Metaphorically the US Sheriff and his 
deputies are firing blank bullets. The pivot to Asia is all psychological 
warfare and idiotic Japan and the Philippines (with their heads between 
their legs) still believe in US supremacy. No more!   
 

 Monopolistic power and structures are kaput. This will apply in all 
circumstances, without exceptions – globally, regionally and 
domestically. Monopoly structures are inherently self-destructive. Settler-
colonial policies, oppressions, exploitation of demographics (human 
trafficking) are on borrowed time. Open your eyes! 
 

 If I may quote Pepe Escobar, 
 

“The performance of the much vaunted Iron Dome, Arrow-3 and 
David Sling – aided by F-35 fighter jets and the US and UK naval 
force, was not exactly steller. There was no video of the „outer-layer‟ 
Arrow-3 system shooting down anything in space … Israel is 
absolutely mum on the fate of its Golan Heights Intel Installation hit 
by cruise missiles…” 
 
“Amidst classic fog of war, it is irrelevant whether Tehran launched 
hundreds or dozens of drones and missiles. Regardless of 
NATOstan media hype, what‟s proven beyond the shadow of doubt 
is that the supposedly „invincible‟ Israeli defence maze – ranging 
from US made AD / ABM systems to Israeli knock-offs - is helpless 
in real war against a technologically advanced adversary…”      



 
Read all my Intel Red Alerts via my Whatsapp platform.   
 
I stated the absolute truths even as the attack by Iran was on-going. The above 
just reinstated what have been exposed. 
 
Do I need to say more?  Maybe …… Malaysians are still wanking away! So 
sad!  
 
 
                                      


